
All For The Glory Of God

What is the reason behind what we do in The Kingdom? Is it to:

1. Advance The Kingdom.?
2. Please our King?
3. Obey the King?
4. Store up eternal rewards?

All of these are correct and righteous motives for operating in The Kingdom, but none are the 
central motivation that we are expected to operate in. The key reason should be: for the glory of 
God.”1

Bryan Hupperts was given a vision from the Lord where he was being coached by the Lord on an 
archery range. 

“I found myself standing on an archery range, crossbow and arrow at the ready, being coached
by none other than Jesus himself. "You're a hunter?" I asked. His mirthful response was, "I
came to seek and save that which is lost. If you call that hunting, then yes."

Before me was a large target ringed with concentric circles with a small blood red dot in the
middle. He pointed me towards it and told me to take careful aim and shoot.”2

The vision was all about teaching him Kingdom priorities. The most important priority was giving 
glory to God.

“So many target rings, so many victories to celebrate with Him. And then I again noticed the
small center, the blood red dot. I motioned towards it to the Lord and asked, "What exactly is
that blood red dot? I've missed it every time (though I did come close a few times)."

The smile left his face and he said very soberly, "Most everyone misses that mark. Go read." I
walked to the target and in the very center on the blood red dot were the words, "The Glory of
God." ”3

The history of the church has shown that when we seek to give God glory, we often do it our way. 
The secret is to be Spirit-led so that it isn’t a work of the flesh. Then God really does get the glory 
from what we do.

1 - 1 Corinthians 10:31
2 - “Arrows (a detailed dream)” by Bryan Hupperts 2009 (www.stormharvest.com.au/library/best-of-the-list/374-best-of-the-list-2013/2525-arrows-a-
detailed-dream-)
3 - “Arrows (a detailed dream)” by Bryan Hupperts 2009

The Glory of God



“And, as it can only happen in a dream or vision, he then picked me up perfectly fitting me to his
bow string. Taking careful aim for the blood red center, he shouted for joy as he pulled and
released, "Son, you are one of my polished arrows!" He sent me flying straight and true toward
the little blood red dot, the center of all things holy and true, the only thing worthy of living,
serving, and dying for, The Glory of God!”4
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